Error estimates are given for Ilui-\PIl, where Ui is a normalized eigenvector of a selfadjoint operator A and II' is a normali zed approximatin g vector. The estimates contain upper and lower bounds to certain of t he eigenvalues of A together with the terms (A\P,\P) and (A\P,A\P).
Introduction
In this paper we g ive some estimates for the error ill norm between eigenvectors of a self-adjoint operator and approximating vectors . Our estimates involve upper and lower bounds to certain of the eigenvalues together with terms in the approximating vector itself. Estimates using upper and lower bounds alone have been given by Lowdin and Shull I and Weinberger. 2 Other estimates involving the same quantities used here have been given by Kato, 3 Kryloff, 4 Trefftz, 5 and Weinberger. 6 Such error bounds are useful in the estimation of quantum mechanical expectation values, error estimates for approximate solutions of Au j, and other applications.
. Simple Eigenvalues
We suppose A to be a self-adjoint operator with domain ~A in a separable Hilbert space .\) having inner product (u,v) . A is assumed to be bounded below and to have at least the ~itial part of its spectrum consisting of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. These eigenvalues are considered to be ordered in a nondecreasing sequence, AI'::::; A2' ::::; "3' ::::; . .. , in which each eigenvalue appears according to its multiplicity. I'Ve denote the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors by UI, U2, U3, • • .
• ",Ve wish to estimate the difference in norm between an eigenfunction U t corresponding to a nondegenerate eigenvalue Ai and a given vector cp in ~A' For convenience we will consider cp to be normalized but undetermined to the extent of a scalar multiplier of magnitude one. The norm difference between Ui and cp is given by If we suppose that the unspecified scalar multiplier of cp has been chosen so that (CP,Ui) is real, positive, and equal to l(cp,Ui) l, then so that our problem is equivalent to the determination of a positive lower bound to the magnitude of the projection of cp on U i' *This work was supportcd in part by the Department of the Navy nuder contract Nord 7386 ,,'ith the Bureau of Naval Weapons, and was conducted in p art while the a uthors werc consultants at the Institut Battelle, Geneva, Switzerland. ** Applied Physics L abora tory, Jo hns IIopkins Un.iversity, Silver Spring, Md. 1 P.·O. Lilwdin, Adv. Chem. Phys. II, 207 (1959 In order to obtain our estimates we require upper and lower bounds to a finite number of eigenvalues. ,'Ve shall designate a lower bound to the jth eigenvalue by X } and an upper bound by XYi thus Since the coefficients of AI, A2, . .. , An+ l are nonnegative, we may :replace these eig\Elnva,lues by the lower bounds A; , A~, . . . , A~+l to obtain . .
The inequality (3) may be solved for / (CP,Ui) /2 in the form
where ~' means that the term for which j equals i has been omitted. This lower bound for / (CP,U i) /2 still involves unknown eigenvectors 0'£ A . This difficulty will now be overcome through use of the Schwarz inequality. For the arbitrary real number Ilj we have (5) so that for Ilj =;z!; Aj we have (6) ,'Ve assume that cp is not one of the eigenvectors UI, U2, . . . , U j_ l, U J+ I, • . . , U n and minimize the right hand side of (6) with respect to Il j . For the minimizing value given by (7) the inequality (6) becomes 
Out' lower bound for !(<p,U i)!2 is obtained by using the inequalities (10) in (4) ; we have S
When the right hand side of (11 ) is positive, it can be used to give an upp er bound to !! <p-Ut!! .
Some Special Estimates
In those cases when there are an infinite number of eigenvalues converging to a fini te limit point or diverging to infinity it is possible to make other es timates of !(<p,Ut) !2 which co ntain infinite sums. When these sums converge and cn,n be estimated numerically the resulting inequalities may be useful in application s. We briefly sketch two such results.
Let us consider the case when the initial spectrum of A consists of n,n infinite number of eigenvalues AI:::; A2:::;
. that converge to the fll1ite limit point A* . From the spectral theorem \\'e have (12) where A~ and A~ are lower bounds to Aj and A* respec tively . If Ai is a simple eigenvalue and if A~> A ;, then (10) n,nd (12) give (13) Since the ' Y/ s are again given by (9), the inequality (13) r equires the knowledge of upper bounds to each Aj for which (A<p,<p) ;:::: A~.
"When A hn,s a pure point spectrum divergin g to infiniLy variolls estimates can be given. One of them starts from the P arseval equation and leads directly to the estimate (14) 
. Degenerate Eigenvalues
We now suppose that Ai is either an eigenvalue of multiplicity m, or one of m eigenvalues which lie close together. Let p and q be the largest nonnegative integer such that and then m= p+ q+ 1. One appropriate question that may be asked is "How closely is some eigenvector in the span of U i-p, Ui-p+l, •. • ,UiH approximated by a unit vector cp?" This is equivalent to finding a lower bound to the projection of cp on the span of U i-p, •. • ,UiH. It follows in the same way as (11) that (15) where n;::::i+ q and 2;' means that the terms for which j =i-p,i-p+ 1, .. . ,i+q have been omitted. The estimates (13) and (14) can be extended in the same way.
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